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ZDF's Sherlock Yack—Zoo Detective.

NEW PRODUCT:
Flickering Hearts: (Drama, 100x44 min. HD) The new medical daily about poignant cases, medical challenges, forbidden passions, and sinister intrigues at an idyllic lakeside clinic.
Sherlock Yack—Zoo Detective: (Kids, 52x13 min. HD) Sherlock Yack is the zoo's manager and detective. While looking for suspects and evidence, he invites young viewers to join him in finding the culprit.
Repossessed: (Factual, 10x60 min. HD) Shows us the dark recesses of the U.S. repossession industry, where men risk life and limb whenever they knock on a debtor's door.
Jack of Diamonds: (Drama, 100 min. HD) An elegant French jewel thief and a young tennis pro steal jewelry from a corrupt insurer and sell it to help those who were cheated.
The Protectors: (Crime/suspense, 10x60 min. HD) Returns for a fast and furious second season with tighter emotional bonds, greater dangers, and cases that are more explorative than ever.
Sebastian Bergmann: (Crime/suspense, 2x100 min. HD) Two thrillers showcasing Sweden's leading police profiler, a brilliant, strong-headed, politically incorrect and supremely troubled man played by Rolf Lassgard (Vilhelmson).
9/11—Science and Conspiracy: (Factual, 1x95 min. HD) Was 9/11 an inside job masterminded by the U.S. government? This program reconstructs events that skeptics say didn't happen the way most people believe.
Hard Time: (Factual, 6x50 min. HD) We go behind the scenes of U.S. maximum-security prisons for a detailed tour of a violent, dangerous society that's a world of its own.
Dawn of the Ocean: (Factual, 1x90 min. HD) Where did the seas come from? How did marine creatures evolve? Scientists solve mysteries about the past, present, and future of the world's oceans.
The Hunt for Hannibal's Treasure: (Kids, 1x2 hours) Fred and Laila embark on an exciting adventure to uncover Hannibal's legendary treasure and to settle an old score with a false friend.